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By specializing in SMT pick and place machines, Europlacer offers the quickest investment payback for high-mix assembly CEMs and OEMs. Our extensive multi-functional capability, simple upgrade paths and award-winning
customer services combine to deliver the competitive edge our family of customers seek.

TX, OK, AR, LA, MX

www.europlacer.com
Fancort Industries was founded in 1973 as a tool and die shop making lead forming dies for the SMT component industry. Over the decades Fancort has become a leader in Aerospace lead forming, industrial presses, dispensing, and
PCB processing equipment including robotic soldering, PCB depanelers, hot bar bonders, and robotic screw fasteners.

TX, OK, AR, LA, MX

www.fancort.com
GeTECH Automation has been involved in the PCB automation and depanelling Industry for over 20 years. With literally thousands of machines installed and millions of PCBs handled daily. GeTECH is focused on developing and
manufacturing machines and systems to address the changing needs of the PCBA and Semi-conductor industries. Today GeTECH Automation offers standardized platforms for depanelling, Laser marking and Assembling of Rigid
PCBs, Flex and Metal Clad substrates. All operations can be handled in Stand Alone and fully automated In-Line systems.

TX, OK, AR, LA

www.getecha.com
Japan Unix provides products for soldering automation, which features many ingenious offerings including inline soldering robot, desktop soldering robot, Laser Soldering, Ultrasonic soldering modules. These were designed based
on our unique soldering method and automation expertise. The lineup includes a wide array of models, options, and technical methods to allow customers to select the optimum configuration to meet their needs. Japan Unix
provides the best solution for customers facing such issues as lead-free, heat dissipating circuit boards, and high thermal capacity components.

TX, OK, AR, LA, MX

www.japanunix.com/en
A Partnership with

www.nordson.com/en/divisions/dage
www.nordson.com/en/divisions/yestech

Nordson DAGE the leaders in X-ray inspection for the electronics industry offers the highest feature recognition and resolution X-ray systems not only within failure analysis laboratories but also within the production environment.
Please visit the Nordson Dage website for our complete offering of X-ray systems from our Ruby XL Series to our Quadra 3, 5 & 7, our latest in cutting edge X-ray inspectiontechnology with 4K Ultra HD monitors.
Nordson YESTECH offers powerful yet cost-effective automated optical inspection solutions for the PCB and Microelectronics industries. The newest FX-940FX Ultra is a combination SPI and AOI in one. The family of AOI products
includes one for automated conformal coat inspection.
A global leader in on-site oxygen and nitrogen generators: On Site Gas Systems is a pioneer in oxygen and nitrogen generator technology. Many of our original generator systems are still going strong after 27 years. Our precisionengineered oxygen and nitrogen generation systems are used throughout the world in mission-critical applications, across dozens of industries. You’ll find our rugged nitrogen generators, made in the USA, in some of the most
demanding and remote environments in the world. You wouldn’t pay someone to bring you tanks of compressed air, so why would you pay for someone to deliver a tank of air’s main ingredients? Start supplying yourself with
nitrogen or oxygen—and save!

TX, OK, AR, LA

TX, OK, AR, LA, MX

Today, PBT Works ranks among the world’s most known manufacturers of cleaning technology for electronic assemblies and tooling. We have our strong design and development team. This is why we keep up with necessary
process innovations in microelectronic assembly. Also, we are flexible enough to offer many customizing for our machines. Our second program, design and production of off-line paste printers for SMT application is always active
and with more than 2000 installations worldwide we belong amongst the well accepted manufacturers of this technology.

TX, OK, AR, LA, MX

www.pbt-works.com

www.purexinc.com

The Need for Fume Extraction: Many industrial processes can generate harmful dust and fume. Any operation where a material is cut, marked, heated, burned or physically altered in any way has the potential to produce harmful
materials.Many types of dust and fume created by these applications are hazardous to health if inhaled. They can also cause damage and problems to the process they are being used on. A Purex high performance fume extraction
system will help to Protect employee health.Reduce complaints by operators due to odours, dust and vapors, avoid possible cost of health compensation claims, reduce product contamination, provide a better working
environment.

TX, OK, AR, LA, MX

SEHO is a world class manufacturer of selective, wave and reflow soldering machines that are ideally supplemented with creative handling solutions for automated production lines and automated optical inspection systems. At
SEHO we combine innovative engineering and process know how to deliver equipment manufactured to the highest quality standards, ensuring a reliable and repeatable process.

TX, OK, AR, LA

www.sehona.com
Simplimatic Automation designs, manufactures, and integrates material handling and automation systems that will increase production, boost line standardization, and maximize return on investment (ROI). Serving the Electronics,
Semiconductor, Robotic Automation, Optical, Pharmacy, Packaging, and Food & Beverage industries.

TX, OK, AR, LA

www.simplimatic.com

www.staticstop.com

StaticStop ESD Flooring has many uses and applications. From Server Rooms, PCB Manufacturing & Repair, to Mission Control centers our ESD floors will make sure your floor stays static free while maintaining a comforting feel as
you walk across them. Choose from a variety of proC9:C15ducts; Interlocking FreeStyle ESD, FreeStyle ESD Plus, SelecTile ESD Rubber Interlocking & Floor Mat Kits, Glue down CVT, Spray-Lock ESD Adhesive, OhmStyle ESD Carpet,
EpoxyStyle ESD Paint, Floor Cleaning and Finishing products, and a wide variety of floor accessories. Most products are available in both Conductive and Static Dissipative ESD properties.
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